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SCHOLARLY/PROFESSIONAL

'Squandered Heritage: Jewish Buildings in Britain'

'First national survey of Jewish built heritage'

'Four Synagogues'

European Judaism Vol. 34 No. 2 (Autumn 2001) pp. 14-29

'Constructing Identity: Anglo-Jewry and Synagogue Architecture’
Architectural History 2002 Vol. 45 pp. 386 - 408

'Survey of the Jewish Built Heritage in the United Kingdom and Ireland’ Memorandum no. 35

'The Survey of the Jewish Built Heritage in the UK and Ireland’

'Manchester Synagogues and their Architects, 1740 - 1940’
Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society 2003 pp. 7-32

'The Cathedral Synagogues of England’


' "Bet Hayim": An Introduction to Jewish Funerary Art and Architecture in Britain’

'Sha'ar haShamayim: London’s Bevis Marks Synagogue and the Sephardi Architectural Heritage’,

'Jewish Funerary Architecture in Britain and Ireland since 1656’
Jewish Historical Studies Vol. 43 (2011) pp. 59-88
POPULAR

‘Fresh Hope for Threatened Synagogues’
*Jewish Chronicle* 20 March 1998 p. 31

‘England’s Heritage Lottery Funds Survey of Jewish Monuments’

‘Dublin Jewry’s lost opportunity’
*Jewish Chronicle* 23 July 1999 p. 27

‘The Survey of the Jewish Built Heritage in the United Kingdom and Ireland’

‘Selling off the family silver’
*London Jewish News* 1 March 2002 p. 23

‘At Risk: Sharman Kadish gives a tour of Singers Hill Synagogue in Birmingham...’
*Jewish Renaissance* Vol. 2 No. 1 Autumn 2002 pp. 19-20

‘British Jewry’s Built Heritage’
*United Religions Initiative* No. 7 Winter 2002-3 pp. 6-7

‘Save our Synagogues’
*Jewish Chronicle* 21 February 2003 p. 30

‘Star walls’
*Jewish Chronicle* 1 October 2004 p. 27

‘Jewish Heritage UK: New Research and Recording’

‘The New New Synagogue’,
*Jewish Tribune* (London) 9 June 2005 p. 12

‘Windows of Many Colours’,
*Jewish Renaissance* Vol. 5 No. 2 January 2006 pp. 34-35

‘Jewish Heritage UK,’ ‘Outlook’ section,

‘Jewish Heritage in Manchester: Past, Present and Future’,
*The Voice: A Publication of the Manchester Beth Din* Issue 13 (Spring 2006) pp. 29-34

‘The Burial Grounds of the Resettlement: And how to preserve them for the next 350 years’,
*The Cable, JECCS* [Jewish East End Celebration Society] No. 1 (summer 2006) pp. 12-14

‘Local Jews need to wake up and look beyond their parochial noses’ [Higher Crumpsall Synagogue]
*Jewish Telegraph [Manchester]* 26 January 2007 p. 15

‘Bristol Mikveh to go under the Hammer’,
*Jewish Tribune* 22 February 2007 p. 3
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*The Synagogues of Britain and Ireland: An Architectural History*
Yale University Press
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